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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

MANUAL FLYWHEEL SLICER P15 BERKEL, with BLADE diameter 285 mm, available in the standard colors red and black :
the new flywheel slicer model P15 reproduces the historic P model of the 40s and revives the perfection of the cut, the uniqueness of
the craftsmanship, the elegance, the tradition, Berkel rewrites its history;
Berkel P15, the high-end flywheel slicer , made in a totally artisanal way and with the design and techniques of the past;
small dimensions and minimal bulk , ideal for the domestic context, it exploits today's technology and the best materials;
the attention to detail , the refinement of the details and the very high quality of the construction guarantee an excellent quality
cut ;
the perfection in the chrome and paintwork, the harmoniousness of the shapes and decorations, make it ideal for collectors, perfect as a
furnishing and style element ;
flowered shuttlecock ;
mirror polished aluminum and stainless steel details ;
Highest quality cast iron construction ;
collection plate and sliding plate in white glass paste ;
rapid plate advancement and return system;
slice thickness adjustment system;
built-in sharpener with coordinated drive of the grinding wheels;
product holder plate, blade cover, collection plate and sharpener easily removable for cleaning;
blade diameter 285 mm ;
circular cutting capacity : 180 mm;
rectangular cutting capacity : 210 x 180h mm;
slice thickness : 0 - 3 mm.

Accessories/Options :
pedestal.

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

net weight (Kg) 60
breadth (mm) 720

depth (mm) 600
height (mm) 570



€ 6.314,21 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 10 to 18 days

€ 6.314,21 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 10 to 18 days

€ 1.228,32 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 10 to 18 days

€ 1.228,32 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 10 to 18 days

AVAILABLE MODELS

VB-VOLANOP15/R

BERKEL - Flywheel Slicer P15, Red colour
Professional manual flywheel slicer, brand BERKEL, red
colour, with blade diameter mm 285, weight 60 Kg,
dim.mm.720x600x570h

VB-VOLANOP15/N

BERKEL - Flywheel Slicer P15, Black color
Professional manual flywheel slicer, brand BERKEL, black
colour, with blade diameter mm 285, weight 60 Kg,
dim.mm.720x600x570h

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

VB-PIEDISTALLOP15/L16/R

BERKEL - Pedestal P15 Red for flywheel slicer
Red painted cast iron support pedestal for P15 Flywheel
Slicer, Weight 62.5 Kg, dim.mm.585x550x790h

VB-PIEDISTALLOP15/L16/N

BERKEL - Stand P15N black Slicer Flywheel P15
Support pedestal in black painted cast iron for Slicer
Volano P15, Weight 62.5 Kg, dim.mm.585x550x790h
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